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Abstrat: A digraph is m-labelled if every ars is labelled by an integer in {1, . . . ,m}. Motivated by
wavelength assignment for multiasts in optial star networks, we study n-ber olourings of labelled
digraph whih are olourings of the ars of D suh that at eah vertex v, for eah olour λ, in(v, λ) +
out(v, λ) ≤ n with in(v, λ) the number of ars oloured λ entering v and out(v, λ) the number of labels
l suh that there exists an ar leaving v of label l oloured λ. One likes to nd the minimum number
of olours λn(D) suh that an m-labbelled digraph D has an n-ber olouring. In the partiular ase,
when D is 1-labelled then λn(D) is the direted star arbority of D, denoted dst(D). We rst show
that dst(D) ≤ 2∆−(D) + 1 and onjeture that if ∆−(D) ≥ 2 then dst(D) ≤ 2∆−(D). We also prove
that if D is sububi then dst(D) ≤ 3 and that if ∆+(D),∆−(D) ≤ 2 then dst(D) ≤ 4. Finally,
we study λn(m, k) = max{λn(D) | D is m-labelled and ∆−(D) ≤ k}. We show that if m ≥ n then⌈
m
n
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k
n
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WDM et aroboriité étoile des graphes orientés
Résumé :
Un digraphe est appelé m-étiqueté si haque ar possède un label dans l'ensemble {1, . . . ,m}. Motivé
par l'alloation de fréquenes dans les réseaux optiques WDM, nous étudions les n−bres olorations
d'un digraphe m-étiqueté D. Celles-i sont les olorations des ars de D telles que pour haque sommet
v de D et haque ouleur λ, in(v, λ) + out(v, λ) ≤ n où in(v, λ) est le nombre d'ars entrants v olorés
ave λ, et out(v, λ) est le nombre de labels l tels qu'il existe un ar sortant de v étiqueté l et oloré λ. Le
but est de trouver le nombre minimum de ouleurs λn,m(D) tel que tout digraphe m-étiqueté admette
une n-bres oloration ave e nombre de ouleurs. Dans le as partiulier d'une seule bre et lorsque D
est 1−étiqueté, ei revient à trouver l'arboriité étoile de D, notée dst(D).
Nous démontrons que pour tout digraphe D, on a dst(D) ≤ 2∆−(D) + 1. Nous étudions ensuite
l'arboriiteé étoile des digraphes de degré borné. Nous prouvons que pour les orientations des graphes de
degré maximum trois, on a toujours dst ≤ 3. Pour les orientations régulières des graphes de degré 4, on
démontre que dst ≤ 4. Caluler la valeur exate de dst estNP-dur même pour la lasse de graphes orientés
de degré au plus 4. Finalement, nous étudions λn(m, k) = max{λn(D) | D est m-étiquté and ∆−(D) ≤
k}. Nous prouvons que si m ≥ n alors
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+
k
n
⌉
≤ λn(m, k) ≤
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+
k
n
⌉
+ C
m2 log k
n
pour
une onstante C.
Mots-lés : réseaux optiques WDM, multiasting, alloation de fréquenes, oloration de graphes,
omplexité
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1 Introdution
The origin of this paper is the study of wavelength assignment for multiasts in star network. Partial
results are already obtained by Brandt and Gonzalez [4℄. We are given a star network in whih a
enter node is onneted by an optial ber to a set of nodes V . Eah node v of V sends a set of
multiastsM1(v), . . . ,Ms(v)(v) to the sets of nodes S1(v), . . . , Ss(v)(v). Using WDM (wavelength-division
multiplexing), dierent signals may be sent at the same time through the same ber but on dierent
wavelengths. The entral node is an all-optial transmitter: hene, it may rediret a signal arriving from
a node on a partiular wavelength to some of the other nodes on the same wavelength. Therefore for
eah multiast Mi(v), v should send the message to the entral node on a set of wavelengths so that the
entral node rediret it to eah node of Si(v) using one of these wavelengths. The aim is to minimize the
total number of used wavelengths.
We rst study the very fundamental ase when the ber is unique and eah vertex v sends a unique
multiast M(v) to the set S(v) of nodes. Let D be the digraph with vertex set V suh that the out-
neighbourhood of a vertex v is S(v). Note that this is a digraph and not a multidigraph (there is no
multiple ars) as S(v) is a set. Then the problem is to nd the smallest k suh that there exists a mapping
φ : V (D)→ {1, . . . , k} satisfying the two onditions:
(i) φ(uv) 6= φ(vw);
(ii) φ(uv) 6= φ(u′v).
Suh a mapping is alled direted star k-olouring. The direted star arboriity of a digraph D, denoted
by dst(D), is the minimum integer k suh that there exists a direted star k-olouring. This notion has
been introdued in [6℄ and is an analog of the star arboriity dened in [1℄. An arboresene is a onneted
digraph in whih every vertex has indegree 1 exept one, alled root, whih has indegree 0. A forest is
the disjoint union of arboresenes. A star is an arboresene in whih the root dominates all the other
verties. A galaxy is a forest of stars. Clearly, every olour lass of a direted star olouring is a galaxy.
Hene, the direted star arboriity of a digraph D is the minimum number of galaxies into whih A(D)
may be partitioned.
For a vertex v, its indegree d−(v) orresponds to the number of multiasts it reeives. A sensible
assumption is that a node reeives a bounded number of multiasts. Hene, Brandt and Gonzalez [4℄
studied the direted star arboriity of a digraph D with maximum indegree ∆−. They showed that
dst(D) ≤ ⌈5∆−/2⌉. This upper bound is tight if ∆− = 1 beause odd iruits have direted star
arboriity 3. However it an be improved for larger value of ∆− = 1. We onjeture that if ∆− ≥ 2, then
dst(D) ≤ 2∆−.
Conjeture 1 Every digraph D with maximum indegree k ≥ 2 satises dst(D) ≤ 2k.
This onjeture would be tight as Brandt [3℄ showed that for every k, there is an ayli digraph Dk
suh that ∆−(Dk) = k and dst(Dk) = 2k. Note that to prove this onjeture, it is suient to prove
it for k = 2 and k = 3. Indeed a digraph with maximum indegree k ≥ 2 has an ar-partition into k/2
digraphs with maximum indegree 2 if k is even and into (k − 1)/2 digraphs with maximum indegree 2
and one with maximum indegree 3. In setion 2, we show that dst(D) ≤ 2∆−+1 and settle Conjeture 1
for ayli digraphs.
Remark 2 Note that we restrit ourselves to digraphs, i.e. iruits of length two are permitted, but not
multiple ars. When multiple ars are allowed, all the bounds above do not hold. Indeed the multidigraph
Tk with three verties u, v and w and k parallel ars uv, vw and wu satises dst(Tk) = 3k. Moreover, this
example is extremal sine every multidigraph satises dst(D) ≤ 3∆−. Indeed let us show it by indution:
pik a vertex v with outdegree at most ∆− in a terminal strong omponent. A strong omponent C of
a digraph is terminal if there is no ar leaving C, i.e. with tail in C and head outside of C. If v has
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no inneighbour, it is isolated and we remove it. Otherwise, we onsider any ar uv. Its olour must be
dierent from the olours of the d−(u) ars entering u, the d+(v) ars leaving v and the d−(v)− 1 other
ars entering v, so at most 3∆−− 1 ars in total. Hene, remove the ar uv, apply indution, and extend
the olouring to uv. Therefore, for multidigraphs, the bound dst(D) ≤ 3∆− is sharp.
We then study the direted star arboriity of a digraph bounded with maximum degree. The degree
of a vertex v is d(v) = d−(v) + d+(v). It orresponds to the degree of the vertex in the underlying
multigraph. (We have edges with multipliity 2 eah time there is a iruit of length two in the digraph.)
The maximum degree of a digraph D, denoted ∆(D), or simply ∆ when D is learly understood from
the ontext, is max{d(v), v ∈ V (D)}. Let us denote by µ(G), the maximum multipliity of an edge in a
multigraph. By Vizing's theorem, one an olour the edges of a multigraph with ∆(G) + µ(G) olours so
that two edges have dierent olours if they are inident. Sine the multigraph underlying a digraph has
maximum multipliity at most two, for any digraph D, dst(D) ≤ ∆+ 2. We onjeture the following:
Conjeture 3 Let D be a digraph with maximum degree ∆ ≥ 3. Then dst(D) ≤ ∆.
This onjeture would be tight sine every digraph with ∆ = ∆− has direted star arboriity at least ∆.
In setion 3, we prove Conjeture 3 holds when ∆ = 3.
Pinlou and Sopena [9℄ studied a stronger form of direted star arboriity, alled airuiti direted
star arboriity. They add the extra ondition that any iruit has to have at least three distint olours.
Note that suh a notion applies only to oriented graphs that are digraphs without iruit of length 2.
Indeed suh a iruit may not reeive 3 olours. They showed that the airuiti direted star arboriity
of a sububi (i.e. eah vertex has degree at most 3) oriented graph is at most four. We give a new and
very short proof of this result.
A rst step towards Conjetures 1 and 3 would be to prove the following statement whih is weaker
than these two onjetures.
Conjeture 4 Let k ≥ 2 and D be a digraph. If max(∆−,∆+) ≤ k then dst(D) ≤ 2k.
This onjeture holds and is far from being tight for large values of k. Indeed Guiduli [6℄ showed that
if max(∆−,∆+) ≤ k then dst(D) ≤ k + 20 log k + 84. Guiduli's proof is based on the fat that, when
both out and indegree are bounded, the olour of an ar depends on the olour of few other ars. This
bounded dependeny allows the use of the Lovász Loal Lemma. This idea was rst used by Algor and
Alon [1℄, for the star arboriity of undireted graphs. Note also that Guiduli's result is (almost) tight
sine there are digraphs D with max(∆−,∆+) ≤ p and dst(D) ≥ p + Ω(log p) (see [6℄). Note also that
similarly as for Conjeture 1, it is suient to prove Conjeture 4 for k = 2 and k=3. In Setion 4, we
prove that Conjeture 4 holds for k = 2. By the above remark, it implies that Conjeture 4 holds for all
even k.
In Setion 5, we investigate the omplexity of nding the direted star arboriity of a digraph. Un-
surprisingly, this is an NP-hard problem. More preisely, we show that determining the direted star
arboriity of a digraph with out- and indegree at most 2 is NP-omplete.
Next, we study the more general (and more realisti) problem in whih the enter is onneted to the
onodes of V with n optial bers. Morover eah node may sent several multiasts. We model it as a labelled
digraph problem: We onsider a digraph D on vertex set V . For eah multiast (v, Si(v)) we add the set
of ars Ai(v) = {vw,w ∈ Si(v)} with label i. The label of an ar a is denoted by l(a). Thus for every
ouple (u, v) of verties and label i there is at most one ar uv labelled by i. If eah vertex sends at most
m multiasts, there are at most m labels on the ars. Suh a digraph is said to be m-labelled. One wants
to nd an n-ber wavelength assignment of D, that is a mapping Φ : A(D)→ Λ× {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . n}
in whih every ar uv is assoiated a triple (λ(uv), f+(uv), f−(uv)) suh that :
INRIA
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(i) (λ(uv), f−(uv)) 6= (λ(vw), f+(vw));
(ii) (λ(uv), f−(uv)) 6= (λ(u′v), f−(u′w));
(iii) if l(vw) 6= l(vw′) then (λ(vw), f+(vw)) 6= (λ(vw′), f+(vw′)).
λ(uv) orresponds to the wavelength of uv, and f+(uv) and f−(uv) the ber used in u and v respetively.
Hene the ondition (i) orresponds to the fat that an ar entering v and an ar leaving v have either
dierent wavelengths or dierent bers; the ondition (ii) orresponds to the fat that two ars entering
v have either dierent wavelengths or dierent bers; the ondition (iii) orresponds to the fat that two
ars leaving v with dierent labels have either dierent wavelengths or dierent bers. The problem is
then to nd the minimum ardinality λn(D) of Λ suh that there exists an n-ber wavelength assignment
of D.
The ruial thing in an n-ber wavelength assignment is the funtion λ whih assigns olours (wave-
lengths) to the ars. It must be an n-ber olouring, that is a funtion φ : A(D)→ Λ, suh that at eah
vertex v, for eah olour λ ∈ Λ, in(v, λ) + out(v, λ) ≤ n with in(v, λ) the number of ars oloured λ
entering v and out(v, λ) the number of labels l suh that there exists an ar leaving v oloured λ. One
we have an n-ber olouring, one an easily nd a suitable wavelength assignment. For every vertex v
and every olour λ, this is done by assigning a dierent ber to eah ar of olour λ entering v and to
eah set of ars of olour λ leaving v and of the same label. Hene λn(D) is the minimum number of
olours suh that there exists an n-ber olouring.
We are partiularly intested in λn(m, k) = max{λn(D) | D is m-labelled and ∆−(D) ≤ k} that is
the maximum number of wavelengths that may be neessary if there are n-bers and eah node sends at
most m and reeives at most k multiasts. In partiular, λ1(1, k) = max{dst(D) | ∆−(D) ≤ k}. So our
above mentionned results show that 2k ≤ λ1(1, k) ≤ 2k+1. Brandt and Gonzalez showed that for n ≥ 2
we have λn(1, k) ≤
⌈
k
n−1
⌉
. In Setion 6, we study the ase when n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 2. We show that if
m ≥ n then
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+
k
n
⌉
≤ λn(m, k) ≤
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+
k
n
⌉
+ C
m2 log k
n
for some onstant C.
We also show that if m < n then⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+
k
n
⌉
≤ λn(m, k) ≤
⌈
k
n−m
⌉
.
The lower bound generalizes Brandt and Gonzalez [4℄ results whih established this inequality in the
partiular ases when k ≤ 2, m ≤ 2 and k = m. The digraphs used to show this lower bound are all
ayli. We show that if m ≥ n then this lower bound is tight for ayli digraphs. Moreover the above
mentionned digraphs have large outdegree. Generalizing the result of Guiduli [6℄, we show that for an
m-labelled digraph D with both in- and outdegree bounded by k then few olours are needed:
λn(D) ≤
k
n
+ C′
m2 log k
n
for some onstant C′.
2 Direted star arboriity of digraphs with bounded indegree
Our goal in this setion is to approah Conjeture 1. It is easy to see that a forest has direted star
arboriity 2. Hene, an idea to prove Conjeture 1 would be to show that every digraph has an ar-
partition into ∆− forests. However this statement is false. Indeed A. Frank [5℄ (see also [10℄, p.908)
haraterized digraphs having an ar-partition into k forests. Let D = (V,A). For any U ⊂ V , the
digraph indued by the verties of U is denoted D[U ].
RR n° 6179
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Theorem 5 (A. Frank) A digraph D = (V,A) has an ar-partition into k forests if and only if ∆−(D) ≤
k and for every U ⊂ V , the digraph D[U ], has at most k(|U | − 1) ars.
However, Theorem 5 implies that every digraphD has an ar-partition into ∆−+1 forests. Indeed for any
U ⊂ V , ∆−(D[U ]) ≤ min{∆−, |U |− 1}, so D[U ] has at most min{∆−, |U |− 1}× |U | ≤ (∆−+1)(|U |− 1)
ars. Hene, every digraph has direted star arboriity at most 2∆− + 2.
Corollary 6 Every digraph D satises dst(D) ≤ 2∆− + 2.
We now lessen this upper bound by one.
Theorem 7 Every digraph D satises dst(D) ≤ 2∆− + 1.
The idea to prove Theorem 7 is to show that every digraph has an ar-partition into ∆− forests and a
galaxy G. To do so, we prove a stronger result (Lemma 8) by indution.
A sink is a vertex with outdegree 0. A soure is a vertex with indegree 0. A multidigraph is k-nie
if ∆− ≤ k and if the tails of parallel ars, if any, are soures. A k-deomposition of a digraph D is an
ar-partition into k forests and a galaxy G suh that every soure of D is isolated in G. Let u be a vertex
of D. A k-deomposition of D is u-suitable if no ar of G has head u.
Lemma 8 Let u be a vertex of a k-nie multidigraph D. Then D has a u-suitable k-deomposition.
Proof. We proeed by indution on n+ k. We now disuss the onnetivity of D:
 If D is not onneted, we apply indution on every omponent.
 If D is strongly onneted, every vertex has indegree at least one. Remember also that there is no
parallel ars. Let v be an outneighbour of u. There exists a spanning arboresene T with root v
whih ontains all the ars with tail v. Let D′ be the digraph obtained from D by removing the ars
of T and v. Observe that D′ is (k−1)-nie. By indution, it has a u-suitable (k−1)-deomposition
(F1, . . . , Fk−1, G). Note that Fi, T and G ontain all the ars of D exept those with head v.
By onstrution, G′ = G ∪ uv is a galaxy sine no ar of G has head u. Let u1, . . . , ul−1 be the
inneighbours of v distint from u, where l ≤ k. Let F ′i = Fi ∪ uiv, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1. Then eah
F ′i is a forest, so (F1, . . . , Fk−1, T,G
′) is a u-suitable k-deomposition of D.
 If D is onneted but not strongly onneted, we onsider a strongly onneted terminal omponent
D1. Set D2 = D \D1. Let u1 and u2 be two verties of D1 and D2, respetively, suh that u is one
of them.
If D2 has a unique vertex v (thus u2 = v), sine D is onneted and D1 is strong, there exists a
spanning arboresene T of D with root v. Now D′ = D \A(T ) is a (k − 1)-nie multidigraph, so
by indution it has a u-suitable (k− 1)-deomposition. Adding T to this deomposition, we obtain
a u-suitable k-deomposition.
IfD2 has more than one vertex, by indution, it admits a u2-suitable k-deomposition (F
2
1 , . . . , F
2
k , G
2).
Moreover the digraph D′1 obtained by ontrating D2 to a single vertex v is k-nie and so has a
u1-suitable k-deomposition (F
1
1 , . . . , F
1
k , G
1). Moreover, sine v is a soure, it is isolated in G1.
Hene G = G1 ∪ G2 is a galaxy. We now let Fi be the union of F
1
i and F
2
i by replaing the ars
of F 1i with tail v by the orresponding ars in D. Then (F1, . . . , Fk, G) is a k-deomposition of D
whih is suitable for both u1 and u2.

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2.1 Ayli digraphs
It is not hard to show that dst(D) ≤ 2∆− when D is ayli. But we will prove this result in a more
onstrained way. A yli n-interval of {1, 2, . . . , p} is a set of n onseutive numbers modulo p. Now
for the direted star olouring, we will insist that for every vertex v, the (distint) olours used to olour
the ars with head v are hosen in a yli k-interval of {1, 2, . . . , 2k}. Thus, the number of possible
sets of olours used to olour the entering ars of a vertex drastially falls from
(
2k
k
)
when every set is a
priori possible, to 2k. Note that having onseutives olours on the ars entering a vertex orresponds to
having onseutives wavelengths on the link between the orresponding node and the entral one. This is
very important for grooming issues. For more details about grooming, we refer to the two omprehensive
surveys [7, 8℄.
We need for this the following result on set of distint representatives.
Lemma 9 Let I1, . . . , Ik be k non neessary distint yli k-intervals of {1, 2, . . . , 2k}. Then I1, . . . , Ik
admit a set of distint representatives forming a yli k-interval.
Proof. We onsider I1, . . . , Ik as a set of p distint yli k-intervals I1, . . . , Ip with respetive multipliity
m1, . . . ,mp suh that
∑p
i=1 mi = k. Suh a system will be denoted by ((I1,m1), . . . , (Ip,mp)). We shall
prove the existene of a yli k-interval J , suh that J an be partitioned into p subsets Ji, 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
suh that |Ji| = mi and Ji ⊂ Ii. This proves the lemma (by assoiating distint elements of Ji to eah
opy of Ii).
We proeed by indution on p. The result holds trivially for p = 1. We have two ases:
 There exists i and j suh that |Ij \ Ii| = |Ii \ Ij | ≤ max(mi,mj).
Suppose without loss of generality that i < j and mi ≥ mj . We apply the indution hypothesis to
((I1,m1), · · · , (Ii,mi +mj), · · · , (Ij−1,mj−1), (Ij+1,mj+1), · · · , (Ip,mp)), in order to nd a yli
interval J ′, suh that J ′ admits a partition into subsets J ′r, suh that for any r 6= i, j, J
′
r ⊂ Ir is
a subset of size mr, and J
′
i ⊂ Ii is of size mi +mj . We now partition J
′
i into two sets Ji and Jj
with respetive size mi and mj , in suh a way that (Ii \ Ij)∩ J ′i ⊆ Ji. Remark that this is possible
exatly beause of our assumption |Ij \ Ii| = |Ii \ Ij | ≤ mi. Sine Ji ⊂ Ii and Jj ⊂ Ij , this rened
partition of J ′ is the desired one.
 For any i, j we have |Ij \ Ii| = |Ii \ Ij | ≥ max(mi,mj) + 1.
Eah Ii intersets exatly 2mi − 1 other yli k-intervals on less than mi elements. Sine there
are 2k yli k-intervals in total and
∑p
i=1(2mi − 1) = 2k − p < 2k, we onlude the existene of a
yli k-interval J whih intersets eah Ii in an interval of size at least mi.
Let us prove that one an partition J in the desired way. By Hall's mathing theorem, it sues
to prove that for every subset I of {1, . . . , p}, |
⋃
i∈I Ii ∩ J | ≥
∑
i∈I mi.
Suppose for a ontradition that a subset I of {1, . . . , p} violates this inequality. Suh a subset
will be alled ontrating. Without loss of generality, we assume that I is a ontrating set with
minimum ardinality and that I = {1, . . . , q}. Remark that by the hoie of J , we have q ≥ 2.
The set K :=
⋃
i∈I Ii ∩ J onsists of one or two intervals of J , eah ontaining one extremity
of J . By the minimality of I, K must be a single interval (if not, one would take I∞ (resp.
I∈), all the elements of I whih ontains the rst (resp. the seond) extremity of J . Then one
of I1 or I2 would be ontrating). Thus, one of the two extremities of J is in every Ii, i ∈ I.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that (I1 ∩ J) ⊂ (I2 ∩ J) ⊂ · · · ⊂ (Iq ∩ J). Now,
for every 2 ≤ i ≤ q, |Ii \ Ii−1| = |(Ii ∩ J) \ (Ii−1 ∩ J)| ≥ max(mi,mi−1) + 1 ≥ mi + 1. But
|
⋃
i∈I Ii ∩ J | = |(I1 ∩ J)|+
∑q
i=2 |(Ii ∩ J) \ (Ii−1 ∩ J)|. So |
⋃
i∈I Ii ∩ J | ≥
∑q
i=1 mi + q − 1, whih
is a ontradition.
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
Theorem 10 Let D be an ayli digraph with maximum indegree k. D admits a direted star 2k-
olouring suh that for every vertex, the olours assigned to its entering ars are inluded in a yli
k-interval of {1, 2, . . . , 2k}.
Proof. By indution on the number of verties, the result being trivial if D has one vertex. Suppose now
that D has at least two verties. Then D has a sink x. By the indution hypothesis, D \ x has a direted
star 2k-olouring c suh that for every vertex, the olours assigned to its entering ars are inluded in a
yli k-interval. Let v1, v2, . . . , vl be the inneighbours of x in D, where l ≤ k beause ∆−(D) ≤ k. For
eah 1 ≤ i ≤ l, let I ′i be a yli k-interval whih ontains all the olours of the ars with head vi. We set
Ii = {1, . . . , 2k} \ I
′
i . Clearly, Ii is a yli k-interval and the ar vix an be oloured by any element of
Ii. By Lemma 9, I1, . . . , Il have a set of distint representatives inluded in a yli n-interval J . Hene
assigning J to x, and olouring the ar vix by the representative of Ii gives a direted star 2k-olouring
of D. 
Theorem 10 is tight : Brandt [3℄ showed that for every k, there is an ayli digraph suh that
∆−(Dk) = k and dst(Dk) = 2k. His onstrution is the speial ase of the onstrution given in
Proposition 21 for n = m = 1.
3 Sububi digraphs
Reall that a sububi digraph is a graph with degree at most three. In this setion, we rst show that
the direted star arboriity of a sububi digraph is at most 3, so proving Conjeture 3 when ∆ = 3. We
then give a very short proof of a result of Pinlou and Sopena asserting that the airuiti direted star
arboriity of a sububi digraph is at most 4.
3.1 Direted star arboriity of sububi digraphs
The aim of this subsetion is to prove the following theorem :
Theorem 11 Every sububi digraph has direted star arboriity at most 3.
To do, we need to establish some lemmas to enable us to extend some partial direted star olouring into
direted star olouring of the whole digraph. These lemmas need the following denition. Let D = (V,A)
be a digraph and S a subset of V ∪ A. Suppose that eah element x of S is assigned a list L(x). A
olouring c of S is an L-olouring if c(x) ∈ L(x) for every x ∈ S.
Lemma 12 Let C be a iruit in whih every vertex v reeives a list L(v) of two olours among {1, 2, 3}
and eah ar a reeives the list L(a) = {1, 2, 3}. Then there is no L-olouring c of the ars and verties
suh that c(x) 6= c(xy), c(y) 6= c(xy), and c(xy) 6= c(yz), for all ars xy and yz if and only if C is odd
and all the verties have the same list.
Proof. Assume rst that every vertex is assigned the same list, say {1, 2}. If C is odd, it is simple
matter to see that we an not nd the derired olouring. Indeed, if all verties have the same olour, then
we should have an ar olouring of C with two olours whih is impossible. If two adjaente verties, say
x and y, have difefrent olours 1 and 2, then xy should have olour 3, yz (z the other neighbhour of y)
should have olour 1 and so z should have olour If C is even, we olour the verties by 1 and the ars
alternately by 2 and 3.
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Now assume that C = x1x2 . . . xkx1 and x1 and x2 are assigned dierent lists. Say L(x1) = {1, 2}
and L(x2) = {2, 3}. We olour the ar x1x2 by 3, the vertex x2 by 2 and the ar x2x3 by 1. Then we
olour x3, x3x4, ...,xk. It remains to olour xkx1 and x1. Two ases may happen: If we an olour xkx1
by 1 or 2, we do it and olour x1 by 2 or 1 respetively. Otherwise the set of olours assigned to xk and
xk−1xk is {1, 2}. Hene, we olour xkx1 with 3, x1 by 1, and reolour x1x2 by 2 and x2 by 3. 
Lemma 13 Let D be a sububi digraph with no vertex of outdegree two and indegree one. Assume that
every ar a has a list of olours L(a) ⊂ {1, 2, 3} suh that:
 If the head of a is a sink s (a is alled a leaving ar), |L(a)| ≥ d−(s).
 If a is not a leaving ar and the tail of a is a soure (a is alled an entering ar), |L(a)| ≥ 2.
 In other ases |L(a)| = 3.
 If a vertex is the head of at least two entering ars the union of their lists of olours ontains at
least three olours.
 If all the verties of an odd iruit are the tails of entering ars, the union of the lists of olours of
these entering ars ontains at least three olours.
Then D has a direted star L-olouring.
Proof. We olour the graph indutively. Consider a terminal strong omponent C of D. Sine D has
no vertex with indegree one and outdegree two, C indues either a singleton or a iruit.
1) Assume that C is a singleton v whih is the head of a unique ar a = uv. If u has indegree 0, olour
a with a olour of its list. If u has indegree 1, and thus total degree 2, olour a by the olour of
its list and remove this olour from the list of the ar with head u. If u is the head of e and f ,
observe that L(e) and L(f) have at least two olours and their union have at least three olours. To
onlude, olour a with a olour in its list, remove this olour from L(e) and L(f), remove a, split
u into two verties, one with head e, and the other with head f . Now, hoose in their respetive
lists dierent olours for the ars e and f to form the new list L(e) and L(f).
2) Assume that C is a singleton v whih is the head of several ars, inluding a = uv. In this ase, we
redue L(a) to a single olour, remove this olour from the other ars with head v and split v into
v1 whih beomes the head of a, and v2 whih beomes the head of the other ars.
3) Assume that C is a iruit. Every ar entering C has a list of at least two olours. We an apply
Lemma 12 to onlude.

Proof of Theorem 11. Assume for ontradition that the digraph D has star arboriity more than
three and is minimum with respet to the number of ars for this property. Observe that D has no soure,
otherwise we simply delete it with its inident ars, apply indution and extend the olouring sine ars
leaving from a soure an be oloured arbitrarily. Let D1 be the subdigraph of D indued by the verties
of indegree at most 1. We denote by D2 the digraph indued by the other verties, and by [Di, Dj ] the
set of ars with tail in Di and head in Dj. We laim that D1 ontains no even iruit. If not, we simply
remove the ars of this even iruit, apply indution and extend the olouring to the ars of the even
iruit sine every ar of the iruit has two olours available.
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A ritial set of verties of D2 is either a vertex of D2 with indegree at least two in D1, or an odd
iruit of D2 having all its inneighbours in D1. Observe that ritial sets are disjoint. For every ritial
set S, we selet two ars entering S from D1, alled seleted ars of S.
Let D′ be digraph indued by the ar set A′ = A(D1) ∪ [D2, D1]. Now we dene a onit graph on
the ars of D′ in the following way:
 Two ars xy, yv of D′ are in onit, alled normal onit at y.
 Two ars xy, uv of D′ are also in onit if there exists two seleted ars of the same set S with
tails y and v. These onits are alled seleted onits at y and v.
Let us analyse the struture of the onit graph. Observe rst that an ar is in onit with three
ars : one normal onit at its tail and at most two (normal or seleted) at its head.
We laim that there is no K4 in the onit graph. Suppose there is one, then there is 4 ars whih
are pairwise in onit. Sine eah ar has degree 3, it has a normal onit at its tail, the digraphs
indued by these four ars ontains a iruit. It annot be a iruit of even length (2 or 4) so it has
length 3. It follows that the four ars a, b, c, d are as in Figure 1 below. Let D∗ be the digraph obtained
from D by removing the ars a, b, c, d and their four inident verties. By minimality of D, D∗ admits
a direted star 3-olouring whih an be extended to D as depited below depending if the two leaving
ars are oloured the same or dierently. This proves the laim.
2
1
3
3
1
12
2
3
1
2
1
3
3
1
21
2
3
2
a b
c
d
a b
c
d
Figure 1: A K4 in the onit graph and the two ways of extending the olouring.
Brook's Theorem asserts that every sububi graph without K4 is 3-olourable. So the onit graph
admits a 3-olouring c. This gives a olouring of the ars of D′. Let D′′ be the digraph and L be the
list-assignment on the ars of D′′ obtained as follow:
 Remove the ars of D1 from D,
 Assign to eah ar of [D2, D1] the singleton list ontaining the olour it has in D
′
,
 For eah ar uv of [D1, D2], there is a unique ar tu in A(D
′), so assign the list L(uv) = {1, 2, 3} \
c(tu).
 Assign the list {1, 2, 3} to the other ars.
 If there are verties with indegree one and outdegree two (they were in D1), split eah of them into
one soure of degree two and a sink of degree one.
Note that there is a trivial one-to-one orrespondene between A(D′′) and A(D) \ A(D′). By the
denition of onit graph andD′′, one an easily hek thatD′′ and L satises the ondition of Lemma 13.
Hene D′′ admits a direted star L-olouring whih union with c is a direted star 3-olouring of D, a
ontradition. 
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3.2 Airuiti direted star arboriity
A direted star olouring is airuiti if there is no bioloured iruits, i.e. iruits for whih only two
olours appears on its ars. The airuiti direted star arboriity of a digraphD a digraph is the minimum
number k of olours suh that there exists an airuiti direted star k-olouring of D. In this subsetion,
we give a short alternative proof of the following theorem due to Pinlou and Sopena.
Theorem 14 (Pinlou and Sopena [9℄) Every sububi oriented graph has airuiti direted star ar-
boriity at most 4.
In order to prove this theorem, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 15 Let D be an ayli sububi digraph. Let L be a list-assignment on the ars of D suh that
for every ar uv, |L(uv)| ≥ d(v). Then D admits a direted star L-olouring.
Proof. We prove the result by indution on the number of ars of D, the result holding trivially if D
has no ars.
Sine D is ayli, it has an ar xy with y a sink. Let a be a olour in L(xy). For any ar e distint
from xy, set L′(e) = L(e) \ {a} if e inident to xy (and thus has head in {x, y} sine y is a sink), and
L′(e) = L(e) otherwise. Then in D′ = D− xy, we have |L′(uv)| ≥ d(v). Hene, by indution hypothesis,
D′ admits a direted star L′-olouring that an be extended in a direted star L-olouring of D by
olouring xy with a. 
Proof of Theorem 14.
Let V1 be the set of verties of outdegree at most 1 and V2 = V \ V1. Then every vertex of V2 has
outdegree at least 2 and so indegree at most 1.
Let M be the set of ars with tail in V1 and head in V2. Colour all the ars of M with 4. Moreover
for every iruit C in D[V1] and D[V2] hoose an ar e(C) and olour it by 4. Note that, by denition
of V1 and V2, the ar e(C) is not inident to any ar of M and C is the unique iruit ontaining e(C).
Let us denote M4 the set of ars oloured 4. Then M4 is a mathing and D −M4 is ayli.
We shall now nd a direted star olouring of D−M4 with {1, 2, 3} that reates any bioloured iruit.
If suh a iruit exists, 4 would be one of its olour beause D −M4 is ayli and all its ars oloured
4 would be in M beause the ars of M4 \M is in a unique iruit whih has a unique ar oloured 4.
Hene we just have to be areful when olouring ars in the digraph indued by the endverties of the
ars of M .
Let us denote the ars of M by xiyi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p and set X = {xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p} and Y = {yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p}.
Then xi ∈ V1 and yi ∈ V2. Let E
′
be the set of ars with tail in Y and head in X . Let H be the graph
with vertex set E′ suh that an ar yixj is adjaent to an ar ykxl if
(a) either k = l,
(b) or j = k and i > j and l > j.
Sine a vertex of X has indegree at most 2 and a vertex of Y has outdegree at most 2, H has maximum
degree 3. Moreover H ontains no K4 beause two ars of E
′
with same tail yk are not adjaent in H .
Hene, by Brooks Theorem, H has a vertex-olouring in {1, 2, 3} whih is orresponds to a olouring c
of the ars of E′. Sine (a) is satised c is a direted star olouring. Moreover this olouring reates no
bioloured iruits: indeed a iruit ontains a subpath yixjyjxl with i > j and k > j, whose three ars
are oloured dierently by (b).
Let D′ = D − (M4 ∪ E′). For any ar uv in D′, let L(uv) = {1, 2, 3} \ {c(wv) | wv ∈ E′}. The
set L(uv) is the set of olours in {1, 2, 3} that may be assigned to uv without reating any onit with
the already oloured ars. D′ is ayli and |L(uv)| ≥ d(v), so by Lemma 15, it admits a direted star
L-olouring and thus D has an airuiti direted star olouring in {1, 2, 3, 4}. 
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Remark 16 Note that in the airuiti direted star 4-olouring provided in the proof of Theorem 14
the ars oloured 4 form a mathing.
4 Direted star arboriity of digraphs with maximum in and out-
degree two
The goal of this setion is to prove that every digraph with outdegree and indegree at most two has
direted star arboriity at most four.
Theorem 17 Let D be a digraph with maximum in and outdegree at most two. Then dst(D) ≤ 4.
Thus, onjeture 4 holds for k = 2 and hene for all even k. However, the lass of digraphs with in and
outdegree at most two is ertainly not an easy lass with respet to direted star arboriity, as we will
show in Setion 5.
In order to prove Theorem 17, it sues to show that D ontains a galaxy G whih spans all the
verties of degree four. Then D′ = D − A(G) has maximum degree at most 3. So, by Theorem 11,
dst(D′) ≤ 3, so dst(D) ≤ 4. Hene Theorem 17 is diretly implied by the following lemma:
Lemma 18 Let D be a digraph with maximum indegree and outdegree two. Then D ontains a galaxy
whih spans the set of verties with degree four.
In order to prove this lemma, we need some preliminaries:
Let V be a set. An ordered digraph on V is a pair (≤, D) where:
 ≤ is a partial order on V .
 D is a digraph with vertex set V .
 D ontains the Hasse diagram of ≤ (i.e. when x ≤ y ≤ z implies x = y or y = z, then xz is an ar
of D).
 If xy is an ar of D, the verties x, y are ≤-omparable.
The ars xy of D thus belong to two dierent types: the forward ars when x ≤ y, and the bakward
ars when y ≤ x.
Lemma 19 Let (≤, D) be an ordered digraph on V . Assume that every vertex is the tail of at most one
bakward ar and at most two forward ars and that the indegree of every vertex of D is at least 2, exept
possibly one vertex x with indegree 1. Then D ontains two ars ca and bd suh that a ≤ b ≤ c, b ≤ d
and c 6≤ d, all four verties being distint exept possibly a = b.
Proof. Let us onsider a ounterexample with minimum |V |.
An interval is a subset I of V whih has a minimum m and a maximum M suh that I = {z :
m ≤ z ≤ M}. An interval I is good if every ar with tail in I and head outside I has tail M and every
bakward ar in I has tail M .
Let I be an interval of D. The digraph D/I obtained from D by ontrating I is the digraph with
vertex set (V \ I) ∪ {vI} suh that xy is an ar if and only either vI /∈ {x, y} and xy ∈ A(D), or x = vI
and there exists xI ∈ I suh that xIy ∈ A(D), or y = vI and there exists yI ∈ I suh that xyI ∈ A(D).
Similarly, the partial order ≤/I obtained from ≤ by ontrating I is the partial order on (V \ I) ∪ {vI}
suh that x ≤/I y if and only if either vI /∈ {x, y} and x ≤ y, or x = vI and there exists xI ∈ I suh
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that xI ≤ y, or y = vI and there exists yI ∈ I suh that x ≤ yI . It follows from the denitions that
(≤/I , D/I) is an ordered digraph. Note that if x ≤/I vI then x ≤M with M the maximum of I.
The ruial point is that if I a good interval of D for whih the onlusion of Lemma 19 holds for
(≤/I , D/I), then it holds for (≤, D). Indeed, suppose there exists two ars ca and bd of D/I suh that
a ≤/I b ≤/I c, b ≤/I d and c 6≤/I d. Note that sine I is good vI 6= c. Let M be the maximum of I.
If vI /∈ {a, b, c, d}, then ca and bd gives the onlusion for D.
If vI = a then cM is an ar. Let us show that M ≤ b. Indeed let x be a maximal vertex in I suh that
x ≤ b and y a minimal vertex suh that x ≤ y ≤ b. Sine the Hasse diagram of ≤ is inluded in D then
xy is an ar so x =M sine I is good. Thus cM and bd are the desired ars.
If vI = b then Md is an ar and a ≤M , so ca and Md are the desired ars.
If vI = d then there exists dI ∈ I suh that bdI , so ca and bdI are the desired ars.
Hene to get a ontradition, it is suient to nd a good interval I suh that (≤/I , D/I) satises
the hypotheses of Lemma 19.
Observe that there are at least two bakward ars. Indeed, if there are two minimal elements for ≤,
there are at least three bakward ars heading to these points (sine one of them an be x). And if there
is a unique minimum m, by letting m′ minimal in V \m, at least two ars are heading to m,m′.
Let M be a vertex whih is the tail of a bakward ar and whih is minimal for ≤ for this property.
Sine two ars annot have the same tail, M is not the maximum of ≤ (if any). LetMm be the bakward
ar with tail M .
We laim that the interval J with minimum m and maximum M is good. Indeed, by the denition of
M , no bakward ar has its tail in J \ {M}. Moreover, any forward ar bd with its tail in J \ {M} and
its head outside J would give our onlusion (with a = m and c = M), a ontradition.
Now onsider a good interval I with maximum M whih is maximal with respet to inlusion. We
laim that if x ∈ I, then there is at least one ar entering I, and if x /∈ I, there are at least two ars
entering I with dierent tails.
Call m1 the minimum of I and m2 any minimal element of I \m1. First assume that x is in I. There
are at least three ars with heads m1 or m2. One of them is m1m2, one of them an be with tail M , but
there is still one left with tail not in I. Now assume that x is not in I. There are at least two ars with
heads m1 or m2 and tails not in I. If the tails are dierent, we are done. If the tails are the same, say v,
observe that vm1 and vm2 are both bakward of both forward (otherwise v would be in I). Sine both
an not be bakward vm1 and vm2 are forward. Hene the interval with minimum v and maximum M
is a good interval, ontraditing the maximality of I. This proves the laim.
This laim implies that (≤/I , D/I) satises the hypotheses of Lemma 19, yielding a ontradition. 
Proof of Theorem 18. Let G be a galaxy of D whih spans a maximum number of verties of degree
four. Suppose for ontradition that some vertex x with degree four is not spanned.
An alternating path is an oriented path ending at x, starting by an ar of G, and alternating with ars
of G and ars of A(D) \A(G). We denote by A the set of ars of G whih belong to an alternating path.
Claim 1 Every ar of A is a omponent of G.
Proof. Indeed, if uv belongs to A, it starts some alternating path P . Thus, if u has outdegree more
than one in G, the digraph with set of ars A(G)△A(P ) is a galaxy and spans V (G) ∪ x. 
Claim 2 There is no iruits alternating ars of A and ars of A(D) \ A.
Proof. Assume that there is suh a iruit C. Consider a shortest alternating path P starting with
some ar of A in C. Now the digraph with ars A(G)△(A(P )∪A(C)) is a galaxy whih spans V (G)∪ x,
ontraditing the maximality of G. 
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We now endow A∪x with a partial order struture by letting a ≤ b if there exists an alternating path
starting at a and ending at b. The fat that this relation is a partial order relies on Claim 2. Observe
that x is the maximum of this order.
We also onstrut a digraph D on vertex set A ∪ x and all ars uv → st suh that us or vs is an ar
of D (and uv → x suh that ux or vx is an ar of D).
Claim 3 The pair (D,≤) is an ordered digraph. Moreover an ar of A is the tail of at most one bakward
ar and two forward ars and x is the tail of at most two bakward ars.
Proof. The fat that the Hasse diagram of ≤ is ontained in D follows from the fat that if uv ≤ st
belongs to the Hasse diagram of ≤, there is an alternating path starting by uvst, in partiular, the ar
vs belongs to D, and thus uv → st in D.
Suppose that uv → st and then vs or us is an ar of D. If vs is an ar, then beause there is no
alternating iruit, st follows uv on some alternating path so uv ≤ st. In this ase, uv → st is forward.
If us is an ar of D, we laim that st ≤ uv. Indeed, if an alternating path P starting at st does not
ontain uv, the galaxy with ars (A(G)△A(P )) ∪ {us} spans V (G) ∪ x ontraditing the maximality of
G. In this ase, uv→ st is bakward.
It follows that an ar uv of A is the tail of at most one bakward ar sine this ar and uv are the two
ars leaving u in D and the tail of at most two forward ars sine v has outdegree at most 2. Furthermore,
sine x has outdegree at most two, it follows that x is the tail of at most two bakward ars. 
Claim 4 The indegree of every vertex of D is two.
Proof. Let uv be a vertex of D whih starts an alternating path P . If u has indegree less than two,
and thus does not belong to the set of verties of degree four, the galaxy with ars A(G)△A(P ) spans
more verties of degree four than G, a ontradition. Let s and t be the two inneighbours of u in D. An
element of A ∪ x ontains s otherwise the galaxy with ars (A(G)△A(P )) ∪ {su} spans V (G) ∪ x and
ontradits the maximality of G. Similarly an element of A ∪ x ontains t.
Observe that the same element of A∪ x annot ontain both s and t (either the ar st or the ar ts),
otherwise the ars su and tu would be both bakward or forward, whih is impossible. 
At this stage, in order to apply Lemma 19, we just need to insure that the bakward outdegree of
every vertex is at most one. Sine the only element of D whih is the tail of two bakward ars is x, we
simply delete any of these two bakward ars. The indegree of a vertex of D dereases by one but we are
still fullling the hypothesis of Lemma 19.
Hene aording to this lemma, D ontains two ars ca and bd suh that a ≤ b ≤ c, b ≤ d and c 6≤ d.
Keep in mind that a, b, c, d are elements of A∪x. In partiular, there is an alternating path P ontaining
a, b, d (in this order) whih does not ontain c. Setting a = a1a2 and c = c1c2, note that the bakward
ar ca orresponds to the ar c1a1 in D. We reah a ontradition by onsidering the galaxy with ars
(A(G)△A(P )) ∪ {c1a1} whih spans V (D′) ∪ x. 
5 Complexity
The digraphs with direted star arboriity 1 are the galaxies. So one an polynomially deide if dst(D) =
1. Deiding whether dst(D) = 2 or not is also easy sine we just have to hek that the onit graph
(with vertex set the ars of D, two distint ars xy, uv being in onit when y = u or y = v) is bipartite.
However for larger value, as expeted, it is NP-omplete to deide if a digraph has direted star arboriity
at most k. This is illustrated by the next result:
INRIA
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Theorem 20 The following problem is NP-omplete:
INSTANCE: A digraph D with ∆+(D) ≤ 2 and ∆−(D) ≤ 2.
QUESTION: Is dst(D) at most 3?
Proof. The proof is a redution to 3-edge-olouring of 3-regular graphs. To see this, onsider a 3-
regular graph G. It admits an orientation D suh that every vertex has in and outdegree at least 1. Let
D′ be the digraph obtained from D by replaing every vertex with indegree 1 and outdegree 2 by the
subgraph H depited in Figure 2 whih has also one entering ar (namely a) and two leaving ars (b and
c). It is easy to hek that in any direted star 3-olouring of H , the three ars a, b and c get dierent
a
1
b
c2
1
3
3
22
3
1
2
3
1
Figure 2: The graph H and one of its direted star 3-olouring
olours. Moreover if these three ars are preoloured with three dierent olours, we an extend this to a
direted star 3-olouring of H . Suh a olouring with a oloured 1, b oloured 2 and c oloured 3 is given
in Figure 2. Furthermore, a vertex with indegree 2 and outdegree 1 must have its three inident ars
oloured dierently in a direted star 3-olouring. So dst(D′) = 3 if and only if G is 3-edge olourable. 
6 Multiple bers
In this setion we onsider the problem with n ≥ 2 bers. More preisely, we give some bounds on
λn(m, k). We rst give a lower bound on λn(m, k).
Proposition 21 λn(m, k) ≥
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+
k
n
⌉
Proof. Consider the following m-labelled digraph Gn,m,k with vertex set X ∪ Y ∪ Z suh that :
 |X | = k, |Y | = 2(m+1)k
2
and |Z| = m
(
|Y |
k
)
.
 For any x ∈ X and y ∈ Y there is an ar xy (of whatever label).
 For every set S of k verties of Y and integer 1 ≤ i ≤ m, there is a vertex ziS in Z whih is dominated
by all the verties of S via ars labelled i.
Suppose there exists an n-ber olouring of Gn,m,k with c <
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+ kn
⌉
olours. For y ∈ Y and
1 ≤ i ≤ m, let Ci(y) be the set of olours assigned to the ars labelled i leaving y. For 0 ≤ j ≤ n, let Pj the
set of olours used on j ars entering y (and neessarily with two dierents bers). Then
∑n
j=0 j|Pj | = k
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as k ars enter y. Moreover (P0, P1, . . . , Pn) is a partition of the set of olours so
∑n
j=0 |Pj | = c. Now
eah olour of Pj may appear in at most n− j of the Ci(y), so
m∑
i=1
|Ci(y)| ≤
n∑
j=0
(n− j)|Pj | = n
n∑
j=0
|Pj | −
n∑
j=0
j|Pj | = cn− k.
Beause |Y | = 2(m+1)k
2
, there is a set S of k verties y of Y having the samem-uple (C1(y), . . . , Cm(y)) =
(C1, . . . , Cm). Without loss of generality, we may assume |C1| = min{|Ci| | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Hene
|C1| ≤
cn−k
m . But the vertex z
1
S has indegree k so |C1| ≥ k/n. Sine |C1| is an integer, we have⌊
cn−k
m
⌋
≥ |C1| ≥ ⌈k/n⌉. So c ≥
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+ kn . Sine c is an integer, we get c ≥
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+ kn
⌉
, a
ontradition. 
Note that the graph Gn,m,k is ayli. The following lemma shows that, if m ≥ n, one annot expet
better lower bounds by onsidering ayli digraphs. Indeed Gn,m,k is the m-labelled ayli digraph
with indegree at most k for whih an n-ber olouring requires the more olours.
Lemma 22 Let D be an ayli m-labelled digraph with ∆− ≤ k. If m ≥ n then λn(D) ≤
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+ kn
⌉
.
Proof. Sine D is ayli, its vertex set admits an ordering (v1, v2, . . . , vp) suh that if vjvj′ is an ar
then j < j′.
By indution on q, we shall nd an n-ber olouring of D[{v1, . . . , vq}] together with sets Ci(vr),
1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ r ≤ q, of ⌈k/n⌉ olours suh that, in the future, assigning a olour in Ci(vr) to an ar
labelled i leaving vr will fullll the ondition of n-ber olouring at vr.
Starting the proess is easy. We may take as Ci(v1) any ⌈k/n⌉-sets suh that a olour appears in at
most n of them.
Suppose now that we have an n-ber olouring of D[{v1, . . . , vq−1}] and that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and
1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1, the set Ci(vr) is determined. Let us olour the ars entering vq. Eah of these ars vrvq
may be assigned one of the ⌈k/n⌉ olours of Cl(vrvq)(vr). Sine a olour may be assigned to n ars (using
dierent bers) entering vq, one an assign a olour and ber to eah suh ar. It remains to determine
the Ci(vq), 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
For 0 ≤ j ≤ n, let Pj be the set of olours assigned to j ars entering vq. Let N =
∑n
i=0(n − j)|Pj |
and (c1, c2, . . . , cN ) be a sequene of olours suh that eah olour of Pj appears exatly n− j times and
onseutively. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, set Ci(vq) = {ca | a ≡ i mod m}. As n ≤ m, a olour appears at most
one in eah Ci(vq). Moreover, N = n
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+ kn
⌉
− k ≥ m
⌈
k
n
⌉
. So for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, |Ci(vq)| ≥
⌈
k
n
⌉
. 
Lemma 22 gives a tight upper bound on λn(D) for ayli digraphs. We shall prove an upper bound
for general digraphs. To do so, we srt give an upper bound on λn(D) for m-labelled digraphs with
bounded in- and outdegre In this ase, oone an derive from the following theorem of Guiduli that few
olours are needed. Note that the graphs Gn,m,k requires lots of olours but have very large outdegree.
Theorem 23 (Guiduli [6℄) If ∆−,∆+ ≤ k then dst(D) ≤ k + 20 log k + 84. Moreover D admits
a direted star olouring with k + 20 logk + 84 olours suh that for eah vertex v there are at most
10 log k + 42 olours assigned to its leaving ars.
The proof of Guiduli's Theorem an be modied to obtain the following statement for m-labelled
digraphs.
Theorem 24 Let f(n,m, k) =
⌈
k + (10m2 + 5) log k + 80m2 +m+ 21
n
⌉
and D be an m-labelled digraph
with ∆−,∆+ ≤ k. Then λn(D) ≤ f(n,m, k). Moreover D admits a n-ber olouring with f(n,m, k) suh
that for eah vertex v and eah label l, there are at most g(m, k) = ⌈(10m+ 5) log k + 40m+ 21⌉ olours
assigned to the ars labelled l leaving v.
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Note that Theorem 24 in the ase n = m = 1 is a bit better than Theorem 23. Indeed it shows that if
∆−,∆+ ≤ k then dst(D) ≤ k + 15 log k+ 102. It is due to Lemma 7 whih is a bit better than Guiduli's
one beause it uses Theorem 7 (dst ≤ 2∆− + 1) whereas Guiduli uses dst ≤ 3∆−. However the method
is idential.
Denition 25 Given a family of sets F = (Ai, i ∈ I) A transversal of F is a family of distint elements
(ti, i ∈ I) with ∀i, ti ∈ Ai.
Lemma 26 Let D be a m-labelled digraph with ∆− ≤ k. Suppose that for eah vertex v, there are
m disjoint lists L1v, ..., L
m
v of c olours eah being a subset of {1, ..., k + c}. If for eah vertex v, the
family {Liy | yx ∈ E(D) and yx is labelled i} has a transversal, then there is a 1-ber olouring of D with
k + (2m2 + 1)c +m olours suh that for eah vertex v and label l, at most (2m + 1)c + 1 olours are
assigned to ars labelled l leaving v.
Proof. Using the transversal to olour the entering ars at eah vertex, we obtain a olouring with few
onits. Indeed there is no onit between ars entering a same vertex. So the only possible onit
are between an ar entering a vertex v and an ar leaving v. Sine ars leaving a vertex v use at most
m.c olours (those of L1v ∪ ... ∪ L
m
v ), there are at most m.c ars entering v having the same olour as
an ar leaving c. Removing suh entering ars for every vertex v, we obtain a digraph D′ for whih the
olouring with the k+ c olours is a 1-ber olouring. We now want to olour the ars of D−D′ with few
extra olours. Consider a label 1 ≤ l ≤ m, let D′l be the digraph indued by the ars of D−D
′
labelled l.
Then D′l has indegree at most m.c. So by Theorem 7, we an partition D
′
l in 2m.c+ 1 star forests. Thus
D an be 1-ber oloured with k+ c+m(2m.c+ 1) olours. Moreover, in the above desribed olouring,
ars labelled l leaving a vertex v have a olour in Llv or orresponding to one of the 2m.c+ 1 star forests
of D′l. So at most (2m+ 1)c+ 1 olours are assigned to ars labelled l leaving v. 
Theorem 27 (N. Alon, C. MDiarmid, B. Reed, 1992 [2℄) Let k and c be positive integers with
k ≥ c ≥ 5 log k + 20. Choose independent random subsets S1, . . . , Sk of X = {1, . . . , k + c} as follows.
For eah i hoose Si by performing c independent uniform samplings from X. Then the probability that
S1, . . . , Sk do not have a transversal is at most k
3− c
2
Proof of Theorem 24. It sues to prove the result for n = 1. Indeed a 1-ber olouring satisfying
the onditions of the theorem to an n-ber olouring satisfying the onditions by replaing the olour
qn+ r with 1 ≤ r ≤ n by the olour q + 1 on ber r.
Let c = ⌈5 log k + 20⌉We an assume k ≥ m.c. For all verties x, selet m.c dierent ordered elements
e1, e2, · · · , em.c independently and uniformly. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let Lix = {eci+1, · · · , ec(i+1)}. Eah set
has the same distribution as the c elements where hosen uniformly and independently.
Let Ax be the event that the family {Liy | yx ∈ E(D) and yx is labelled i} fails to have a transversal.
By Theorem 27, P (Ax) ≤ k3−c/2. Furthermore, the event Ax is independent of all Ay for whih there is
no vertex z suh that both zx and zy are in E(D). The dependeny graph for the events has degree at
most k2 so we an apply Lovász Loal Lemma. We obtain that there exists a family of lists satisfying
onditions of Lemma 26. This lemma gives the desired olouring. 
Any digraph D may be deomposed into an ayli digraph Da and an eulerian digraph De, that is
suh that for every vertex v, d−De(V ) = d
+
De
(v). Indeed onsider an eulerian subdigraphDe of D whih has
a maximum number of ars. Then the digraph Da = D−De is neessarily ayli. Hene by Theorems 24
and 22, if m ≥ n then λn(D) ≤
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+ kn
⌉
+ f(n,m, k). But we will now lessen this bound by roughly
k
n .
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Theorem 28 If n ≤ m, then
λn(m, k) ≤
⌈
m
n
⌈
k
n
⌉
+
k
n
⌉
+ 2m
⌈(10m+ 5) log k + 40m+ 21⌉
n
.
Proof. Let D be an m-labelled digraph with ∆−(D) ≤ k. Consider a deomposition of D into an
eulerian digraph De and an ayli digraph Da. We rst apply Theorem 24 and n-ber olour the ars of
De with f(n,m, k) olours suh that at most g(m, k) olours are assigned to the ars leaving eah vertex.
We shall extend the n-ber olouring ofDe to the ars of Da in a way similar to the proof of Lemma 22,
i.e. we will assign to eah vertex v sets Ci(v), 1 ≤ i ≤ m of ⌈k/n+m.g(m, k)⌉ olours suh that an ar
labelled i leaving v will be labelled using a olour in Ci(v).
Let (v1, . . . , vn) be an ordering of the verties of A suh that if vjvj′ is an ar then j < j
′
.
We start to build the Ci(v1) with the olours assigned to the leaving ars of v1 labelled i. The vertex
v1 has at most k entering ars. Eah of them forbid one type (olour, ber). In the olouring of De
indued by Theorem 24, there are at most m.g(m, k) types assigned to the ars leaving v1. So there are
at least
⌈
mk
n2
⌉
+
⌈
k
n
⌉
+ 2m g(m,k)n − k −m.g(m, k) ≥ m
⌈
k
n
⌉
+m.g(m, k) types unused at vertex v1. Sine
n ≤ m, we an partition these types into m sets of size at least kn suh that no two types having the same
olour are in the same set. These sets are the Ci(v1).
Suppose that the sets have been dened for v1 up to vq−1 and that all the ars vivj for i < q and
j < q have a olour. We now give a olour to the ars of type vivq for i < q.
There are ke ars entering vq in De whih are already oloured. So it remains to give a olour to
ka ≤ k− ke ars. Eah unoloured ar may be assigned a olour in a list of size at least
⌈
k
n +m.g(m, k)
⌉
.
This gives a hoie between n.
⌈
k
n +m.g(m, k)
⌉
dierent types. ke types are forbidden by the entering
ars in De while at most m.g(m, k) types are forbidden by the leaving ars in De. Then it remains at
least n.
⌈
k
n +m.g(m, k)
⌉
− ke − m.g(m, k) ≥ ka types for eah entering ars of Da. So one an assign
distint available olours to eah of the ka ars entreing vq.
We then build the Ci(vq) similarly as for v1.
This proess nished, we obtain an n-ber olouring of D using
⌈
mk
n2
⌉
+
⌈
k
n
⌉
+ 2m g(m,k)n olours. 
Theorem 28 gives an upper bound on λn(m, k) when m ≥ n. We now give an upper bound when
m < n.
Proposition 29 If m < n then λn(m, k) ≤
⌈
k
n−m
⌉
.
Proof. Let D be an m-labelled digraph with ∆− ≤ k. For eah vertex v, we give to its entering ars
a olour suh that none of them is used more than n −m times. This is possible as there are at most
k ≤ (n −m)
⌈
k
n−m
⌉
ars entering v. Then we have in(v, λ) ≤ n −m. Moreover eah ar vw is given a
olour by w. Sine D is m-labelled, a olour λ an be used to olour an ar of at most m dierent labels,
i.e. out(v, λ) ≤ m. Consequently in(v, λ) + out(v, λ) ≤ n. This give a proper n-ber olouring. 
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7 Appendix
7.1 Alternative proof of Theorem 14
In this subsetion, we give an alternative proof of Theorem 14 using Theorem 11.
Proof. As every sububi digraph is the subgraph of a ubi digraph, its sues to prove the result for
ubi digraph. So let D be a ubi digraph. By Theorem 11, it admits a direted star 3-olouring c of D.
We will now selet one ar eC per bioloured iruit C and reolour it with 4. If C is dominating
(no ars enters C) or is dominated (no ars leaves C) let eC be any ar of C, otherwise let eC be an ar
whose tail has indegree 2 and head outdegree 2.
It is easy to see that the set of ars now oloured 4 is a mathing. Note moreover that the ars inident
to an ar uv oloured 4 have there olours in the set of two olours, the one of {1, 2, 3} \ {c} where c is
the olour initially assigned to uv.
The way we have seleted the reoloured ars assures us we have a 4-direted star olouring. Moreover,
there is no iruits bioloured with two olours in {1, 2, 3}. However, we may have bioloured iruits
with ars oloured 4, so we need to do an extra reolouring. Note that the ars oloured 4 of suh iruits
were not seleted for dominating or dominated iruits.
An ar uv oloured 4 may be in at most 2 bioloured iruit and that if it is in two suh iuits one
is bioloured 4 and c1 and the other 4 and c2 with c1 6= c2. In partiular, the two iruits enter u and
leave v with dierent ars.
Now for eah bioloured iruit C, we hoose an ar fC oloured 4 in order to maximizes the number
of ars hosen by two iruits.
Reolour eah ar uv that has been hosen by two iruits, say C1 and C2, bioloured 4 and c1 and 4
and c2 respetively, with the olour c3 ∈ {1, 2, 3}\{c1, c2}. Doing so we still have a direted star olouring
and the iuit C1 and C2 are no more bioloured. Moreover, we do not reate any new bioloured iruit
: indeed, a iruit C ontaining the ar uv must go either through the one of the two ars vwi of Ci, for
i ∈ {1, 2}, whih is oloured ci. But then wi has outdegree one and the ar leaving wi is in both C and
Ci and so olour 4. Hene the three olours c3, ci and 4 appears on C.
We will now reolour an ar of eah remaining bioloured iruit C one after another. Suh a re-
olouring will make C no more bioloured and reate no new bioloured iruits. Hene at the end, we
wil have a 4-airuiti direted star olouring of D.
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Let us onsider suh a iruit C. Its hosen ar uv has been hosen only one. Note that uv does
not belong to any other suh iruit sine the number of ar hosen twie is maximized. In partiular,
all the ars inident to uv have not been reoloured. Let tu be the ar preeding uv in C. Reolour tu
with the olour c3 in {1, 2, 3} \ {c1, c2}. This is valid sine u is the head of an ar oloured 4 and thus
has outdegree 2. Moreover, this does not reates any bioloured iruit sine all the iruits ontaining
tu must ontain one of the ars leaving v whih are both oloured in {c1c2}.
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